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Answer only three questions in the dedicated space:     (25 marks) 
Question 1:           (8 marks) 
Consider the following C code snippet. 

// C code 

void setArray(int num) { 

int i; 

int array[3]; 

for (i = 0; i < 3; i = i + 1) 

{ 

array[i] = compare(num, i); 

} 

} 

int compare(int a, int b) { 

if (sub(a, b) >= 0) 

return 1; 

else 

return 0; 

} 

int sub(int a, int b) { 

return a − b; 

} 

a) Implement the C code snippet in MIPS assembly language. Use $s0 to hold the variable i. Handle 

the stack pointer appropriately. The array is stored on the stack of the setArray function. 

  

b) Assume setArray is the first function called. Draw the status of the stack before calling setArray 

and during each function call. Indicate the names of registers and variables stored on the stack, 

mark the location of $sp, and clearly mark each stack frame. 
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Question 2:           (8 marks) 
a) The following instructions, in MIPS assembly, represent a control structure very common in 

high-level programming languages (Java, Ada, C ...). Which structure is it? 

slt $t0, $a0, $a1 

bne $t0, $zero, cout 

... instructions... 

cout : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) Write a MIPS assembly program equivalent to the following pseudo-instructions. If necessary, 

you can use register $t0 to memorize intermediary values. No other register can be used. 

i. add ($s0),$s1,($s2)  #mem[$s0]=$s1+mem[$s2] 

This MIPS instruction does not exist, because it uses an addressing mode not supported 

by RISC processors. 

 

 

 

 

 

ii. SWAP $s0    #bits 31-16 <-> bits 15-0 

This instruction allows us to swap the 16 most significant bits with the 16 least 

significant ones of a 32-bit word. 

 

 

 

 

 

iii. PUSH $s0 

This instruction is not a MIPS instruction either. It decrements the stack pointer (SP), 

then saves $s0 at this address. 
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Question 3:           (8 marks) 
Modify the single-cycle MIPS processor to implement one of the following instructions. Indicate the 
changes to the datapath on the following figure. Name any new control signals and complete the table 
to indicate changes required to the control signals. 

a. jal label  #jump and link $ra = PC + 4, PC = JTA  

b. lh rt, imm(rs) #load halfword [rt] = SignExt ([Address]15:0) 

c. jr rs   #jump register PC = [rs] 

 
 

Instruction Op5:0 RegWrite RegDst AluSrc Branch MemWrite MemtoReg ALUOp1:0 Jump   

R-

type 
000000 1 1 0 0 0 0 10 0 

  

lw 100011 1 0 1 0 0 1 00 0   

sw 101011 0 X 1 0 1 X 00 0   

beq 000100 0 X 0 1 0 X 01 0   

j 000100 0 X X X 0 X XX 1   

jal 000011           

lh 100001           

jr 001000           
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Question 4:           (8 marks) 
a) An architecture engineer is contemplating building the single-cycle MIPS processor in a 65 nm 

CMOS manufacturing process. He has determined that the logic elements have the delays given 

in Table1. Help him compute the execution time for a program with 100 billion instructions. 

 
 

 

 

 

b) The engineer is allowed to optimize only a single element to minimize its delay to the half. 
Which element should he choose and what will be the program execution time after this step. 

  
 
 
 
 

Good Luck   
 Dr. Mohammed Morsy 

The MIPS Processor Instruction Format 

 
 


